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QUESTION 1

A developer writes a stateful session bean FooBean with one remote business interface Foo. Foo defines an integer /
setter method pair implemented as: 

10.

 private int value; 

11.

 public void setValue (int i) {value = i; } 

12.

 public int getValue () {return value; } 

A session bean ClientBean has a business method doSomething and an ejb-ref with ejb-ref-name "fooRef" that is
mapped to FooBean\\'s Foo interface. 

11.

 @Resource private SessionContext SessionCtx; 

12.

 public void doSomething () { 

13.

 Foo foo1 = (Foo) sessionCtx.lookup("fooRef"); 

14.

 Foo foo2 = (Foo) sessionCtx.lookup("fooRef"); 

15.

 foo1.setvalue(1); 

Which statement is true after the code at line 15 completes? 

A. Foo1.getValue () = = 0 and foo2.getValue() = = 0 

B. Foo1.getValue () = = 0 and foo2.getValue() = = 1 

C. Foo1.getValue () = = 1 and foo2.getValue() = = 0 

D. Foo1.getValue () = = 1 and foo2.getValue() = = 1 

Correct Answer: D 

Foo1 and Foo2 references the same object. 
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QUESTION 2

A developer writes a stateless session bean FooBean with one remote business interface FooRemote containing one
business method foo. Method foo takes a single parameter of application-defined type MyData. 

11.

 public class MyData implements java.io.Serialization { 

12.

 int a; 

13.

 } 

Methods foo is implemented with the FooBean class as: 

11.

 public void foo (MyData data) { 

12.

 data.a = 2; 

13.

 } 

Another session bean within the same application has a reference to FooRemote in variable fooRef and calls method
foo with the following code: 

11.

 MyData data = new MyData(); 

12.

 data.a = 1; 

13.

 fooRef.foo(data); 

14.

 System.out.printIn(data.a); 

What is the value of data.a when control reaches Line 14 of the client? 

A. 0 

B. 1 

C. 2 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which must result in the destruction of a stateful session bean? 

A. A client calls an @Remove method and the method returns successfully. 

B. The server in which the stateful session bean was created is restarted. 

C. The stateful session bean participates in a transaction that is rolled back. 

D. The stateful session bean is chosen as a last recently used (LRU) victim for passivation. 

Correct Answer: A 

While in the ready stage, the EJB container may decide to deactivate, or passivate, the bean by moving it from memory
to secondary storage. (Typically, the EJB container uses a least- recently-used algorithm to select a bean for
passivation.) The EJB container invokes the method annotated @PrePassivate, if any, immediately before passivating
it. If a client invokes a business method on the bean while it is in the passive stage, the EJB container activates the
bean, calls the method annotated @PostActivate, if any, and then moves it to the ready stage. 

Note: 

At the end of the lifecycle, the client invokes a method annotated @Remove, and the EJB container calls the method
annotated @PreDestroy, if any. The bean\\'s instance is then ready for garbage collection. 

*

 When a stateful bean is passivated, the instance fields are read and then written to the secondary storage associated
with the EJB object. When the stateful session bean has been successfully passivated, the instance is evicted from
memory; it is destroyed. 

*

 When a passivated bean instance times out or when a client invokes the method marked with @Remove, the container
may destroy the bean. Before destroying, the container will invoke the method annotated with @PreDestroy. 

Reference: The Java EE 6 Tutorial, The Lifecycles of Enterprise Beans 

 

QUESTION 4

A developer impalements an asynchronous implementation for calculating insurance proposals. The input data for the
calculations is made available on a single message queue. Two types of insurance proposals will be calculated: car
and 

life. Message with data for other insurance types are posted on the queue but should be left on the queue by this
implementation. 

Which statement is true? 

A. The developer will NOT succeed because all messages will be consumed from the queue. 
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B. The developer can implement a push-back mechanism if the message is of the wrong type. 

C. The developer can use a messageSelector to receive only the car and life data message if the JMS body contains
selectable data. 

D. The developer can use a messageSelector to receive only the car and life data message if the header contains
properties to make selection. 

Correct Answer: D 

A JMS message selector allows a client to specify, by header field references and property references, the messages it
is interested in. Only messages whose header and property values match the selector are delivered. What it means for
a message not to be delivered depends on the MessageConsumer being used (see QueueReceiver and
TopicSubscriber). Reference: javax.jms Interface Message 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are correct about stateless session beans? (Choose two.) 

A. The bean class may declare instance variables. 

B. The lifetime of the bean instance is controlled by the client. 

C. The container may use the same bean instance to handle multiple business method invocations at the same time. 

D. The container may use the same bean instance to handle business method invocations requested by different
clients, but not concurrently. 

Correct Answer: AC 

* A: Stateless session beans are EJB\\'s version of the traditional transaction processing applications, which are
executed using a procedure call. The procedure executes from beginning to end and then returns the result. Once the
procedure is done, nothing about the data that was manipulated or the details of the request are remembered. There is
no state. 

These restrictions don\\'t mean that a stateless session bean can\\'t have instance variables and therefore some kind of
internal state. There\\'s nothing that prevents you from keeping a variable that tracks the number of times a bean has
been called or that tracks data for debugging. An instance variable can even hold a reference to a live resource like a
URL connection for writing debugging data, verifying credit cards, or anything else that might be useful. 

A stateless session bean is relatively easy to develop and also very efficient. 

C: 

Stateless session beans require few server resources because they are neither persistent nor dedicated to one client.
Because they aren\\'t dedicated to one client, many EJB objects can use just a few instances of a stateless bean. A 

stateless session bean does not maintain conversational state relative to the EJB object it is servicing, so it can be
swapped freely between EJB objects. As soon as a stateless instance services a method invocation, it can be swapped
to 

another EJB object immediately. Because there is no conversational state, a stateless session bean doesn\\'t require
passivation or activation, further reducing the overhead of swapping. In short, they are lightweight and fast! 

* The Lifecycle of a Stateless Session Bean Because a stateless session bean is never passivated, its lifecycle has only
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two stages: nonexistent and ready for the invocation of business methods. The EJB container typically creates and
maintains a pool of stateless session beans, beginning the stateless session bean\\'s lifecycle. The container performs
any dependency injection and then invokes the method annotated @PostConstruct, if it exists. The bean is now ready
to have its business methods invoked by a client. 

At the end of the lifecycle, the EJB container calls the method annotated @PreDestroy, if it exists (not B). The bean\\'s
instance is then ready for garbage collection. 
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